
ON YOUR RADAR:

As we come into week 4, keep pursuing relationships and developing a welcoming
and warm environment. A successful group will be learning to play and get to
know one another; create room for transformative discussion and spend time
praying and caring for one another. If you get stuck, remember:
 
TIPS AND INFORMATION FOR LEADING A SUCCESSFUL GROUP ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE RESOURCES TAB ON YOUR ONLINE GROUP PAGE!
 
Please also feel free to reach out if you have questions or there are any ways that
we can help at: groups@gracebibleag.com
 

HEY GRACE,
C a n  w e  t a l k ?
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OVERVIEW:

Opening question: What is ONE pet peeve you have? (keep it light and fun)

 

Now let's up the ante. What are things that are simply intolerable for you?

 

Read: Today we look at the church of Thyatira. They are being rebuked and

warned of impending judgement due to their tolerance of evil. They tolerate evil

because they see the immediate rewards and security by allowing sin into their

midsts. Standing up for what they know is right will cost them security and

prosperity, but by tolerating sin, the consequences will be great. Jesus offers a

better way, though, with eternal blessing and rewards, if we have ears to

hear. Earl Palmer writes, “The most subtle challenge to faith does not usually

originate in public amphitheaters but in the daily places we earn the money we

need to live. What the trades need, what professions need, what all our

deployments of our lives need, is not our soul, but our skills; not our worship, but

our hard work. Once we learn this vital alignment of values, we will do better in

our work and have fewer ulcers, too. Idolatries, whether of the dramatic,

amphitheater type or the low-grade office type, always make us sick. “



DISCUSSION:

 
Read: Revelation 2:18-29
 
Ask: What stands out to you about this passage/or what struck you about the
sermon about this passage this week? 
 
Read verse 20 again
 
Ask: What was their sin and what are the consequences of their sin? Are their
consequences consistent with what you have seen in our world, in your life? 
 
It's easy to see and be critical of the sins of other people that they tolerate. I
f we can be so brave, what are the areas of Sin that we tolerate in our culture,
our churches and our own lives, and why do we tolerate these sins? 
 
Read: Revelation 2:24-29 
 
Jesus gives us hope. 
 
Ask: What are the promises and rewards for those who remain faithful? What
does it look like for you to be intolerant of sin this week? Where and how will
you obey Jesus?
 

PRAY:
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Thanks for leading and serving! Contact us at:    

 groups@gracebibleag.com with any questions or

roster changes.  Don't forget to download the

church center app for additional resources!

  

Pray: Take time to follow up from past prayer requests. Go deeper and model

transparency. Share how the group can pray for you today and invite others

to share their requests.

DISCUSSION:


